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Turret Punching Machine 

 

KAIFENG is a large-scale Turret Punching 

Machine manufacturer and supplier in China. 

KAIFENG have been specialized in sheet metal 

processing equipment for many years. The main 

products Servo Turret Punching Machine have a 

good price advantage and cover most of the 

European and American markets. We look forward 

to becoming your long-term partner in China. 

 

 

Product Description 

KAIFENG Servo Turret Punching Machine is an automated punching system that 

features a 30-ton punching force and it is equipped with 32 sets tools and comes with a 

1-year warranty. KAIFENG servo turret punching machine takes advantage of energy 

saving and ergonomics with superb accuracy and productivity. KAIFENG servo turret 

punching machine is equipped with machine control and user interface software with 

touch screen panel to ensure fast setup and convenient operation. 

 

 

 

Turret Punching Machine Parameter 

No. Specifications SPS3050 Unit 

1.   Nominal Force 300 KN 

2.  Max. Punch Size Φ88.9 mm 

3.  Transmission Type Servo 

4.   Frame Construction O-frame 

5.  Max. Sheet Size（One reposition） 1500×5000 mm 

6. Max. Sheet Thickness 6 mm 

7.  Max. Sheet Weight 150 kg 

8.  Punching Accuracy ±0.1 mm 
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9.  Ram Stroke 32 mm 

10.  X/Y Traverse Length 2500/1500 mm 

11. Max. Punching Frequency 1500 min-1 

12.  Max. Positioning Speed X=80   Y=64 m/min 

13.  Turret Rotation Speed 30 r/min 

14. Number of Tool Stations 32 set 

15. Number of Floating Clamps 3 set 

16. CNC System FANUC   

17. Number of Controlling Axis 5axis 

18. Monitor 10.4 Inches Color   

19. Machine Dimensions (Approx) 5500×5260×2250 mm 

20. Machine Weight（Approx） 17 T 

 

Turret Punching Machine Feature And Application 

1)Adopts FANUC CNC control system and match up digital FANUC AC servo motor to 

make it fast and reliable; 

 
 

2)O type steel welding frame by tempering treatment to own good rigid and hardly 

deformation; 
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3)Adopt advanced mechanical servo ram-head, the Max. Marking frequency is 

1800/1500cpm;  

4)With the second positioning function, without dead zone processing;  

5)The transmission system use the international brand, such as REXROTH ball screw, 

THK linear guide with high precision and good performance; 

 
 

6)Main famous brand pneumatic components, electric components, and transmission;  

7)High precision thick turret made of HQ600 80mm high strength nodular cast iron with 

self-lubricating and high precision guiding. The international universal long guiding tooling 

have long service life;  

 

 

8)Breaking point continue punch function; 

9)Special forming tools performs wheeling, tapping, forming, marking 

operations.KAIFENG servo turret punching machines are widely applied in electrical 

equipment, elevators industry, fire doors, kitchen equipment, curtain wall decoration, 

automobile industry and other industries.  

 

Turret Punching Machine Details 

●The servo motor and servo system 

Estun servo motor could offer 30T punch press with perfect quality, with stable Estun 

servo system, KAIFENG servo turret punching machine is faster. And it could save 

energy, consume 30% energy only compare with hydraulic punch machine. 
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●Ram axis  

Ram axis controlled by cnc system and servo motor directly, precisely control the press 

stroke. 

●The tooling 

The international universal tooling is of thick turret long guide series, with a high hardness, 

anti-abrasion ability and good guidance, a long tool life and no shim needed after 

regrinding. The work range can be expanded with auto indexing stations. 

 

 

●Auto-index stations rotation 

The 2 Auto-index “C” stations are of featured worm and wheel construction and eliminate 

the clearance. Auto-index stations quickly rotated to any angle position while the sheet is 

be positioned. The rotation can be made arbitrarily for a bigger working range and to 

reduce the demanding tooling for saving working times and set-up work. 
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●The controlling system 

KAIFENG servo turret punching machine takes the world-famous FANUC control 

system and AC servo system. 

 

 

●  Auto-programming 

Automatic processing of CAD files to CNC program. Tool library management, automatic 

tooling, optimized the special tool, optimized punch path, process, automatic micro-joint, 

automatic repositioning. 

 

 


